Show My Homework
Guide for Parents
Checking students homework
Show My Homework makes it easy for you to track and monitor your
children's homework. Login to your account to get started!

From your Dashboard, you will be able to see any student accounts linked to you. You will
have access to their Calendar, Homework, Gradebook, and Notice board pages. You will
also see when they used the site last and their PIN numbers, which they use to get logged
in.
To check a student's homework, click on the Calendar tab. This will arrange their work in a
week by week format. You can filter the calendar by date, teacher, subject, class, year
group, and type of homework task to quickly find what you are looking for. If you aren't
logged in and still want to check your child's homework, just check the school calendar.
You can also review homework as a list by clicking Homework from the menu under the
student whose to-do list you wish to view. On this page, homework is sorted into two
tabs: Recent and Upcoming. In the Recent page, tasks with the nearest due dates will be
displayed. In the Upcoming page, homework which is due further in the future will appear.
If your child has submitted the homework the task will display Submitted and any graded
homework will display a score. To search for a specific assignment, use the search box and
click on the corresponding title to view details of the assignment.

Using the gradebook
The Gradebook is where you can see the grade, submission status, and any teacher
comments for your child's homework. Once you log in, simply click the Gradebook icon for a
student to get started.

There are some filters at the top just in case you want to narrow the classes down by
subject, teacher, or submission status.
Assignments are organised by due date. Click the title of a homework for more
details or click Results for more information about the student's grade.
The submissions status indicates whether or not the assignment was completed and, if
completed, whether it was completed on time or not. Quizzes, spelling tests and online
submissions will be graded automatically, however, most assignments will rely on a teacher
to grade them.

